Caesarean Myomectomy: To Do Or Not To Do?
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Fibroids are benign tumors of uterine smooth muscles generally affecting women in childbearing age with incidence of approximately 2% in pregnancy women [1]. These myomas/fibroids may be asymptomatic but if associated with pregnancy, there is increased incidence of first trimester losses, increased pain, pressure symptoms with bid fibroids, malpresentations, premature rupture of membranes and preterm labour during pregnancy. Sometimes lower segment myoma or cervical fibroid may cause obstructed labour and postpartum complications, may include subinvolution of uterus, postpartum haemorrhage and retained placenta [2,3].

Many a time we encounter with a fibroid during caesarean section, but due to previous beliefs and dictum, we try not to do myomectomy during caesarean and only go ahead with caesarean. This is done because of fear of excessive bleeding after myomectomy in pregnant patient because of increased vascularity.

Due to lack of Multicenter Randomized trials, appropriate selection criteria, surgical technique and national and Gynecological society guidelines, it is left to individual experience to go ahead and do myomectomy or not.

Now-a-days uterine myomas associated or co-existant with pregnancy are going to be observed more often than before because of practice of late marriages and improved diagnostic technologies. This editorial is an effort to put forward a balanced view considering various individual studies in which myomectomy have been done along with caesarean section.

The management of myomas encountered at caesarean still remain a therapeutic dilemma as myomectomy during caesarean has traditionally been discouraged due to the risk of intractable bleeding, but recent studies has described techniques to control blood loss at caesarean myomectomy including uterine artery tourniquet, bilateral uterine artery ligation and electrocautery.

Roman AS., et al. [4] compared the outcomes of 111 patients who had myomectomy at caesarean with 257 patients who had undergone caesarean alone. In this study no significant difference was found in the intraoperative or postoperative complications between two groups.

Similarly Kaymak., et al. [6] compared 40 patients who underwent myomectomy at caesarean section with 80 patients with myomas who underwent caesarean alone. In this study, there was no significant difference in the incidence of haemorrhages, postoperative fever or frequency of blood transfusion between the two groups and concluded that myomectomy during caesarean section is not always a hazardous procedure and can be performed by experienced obstetrician without any complications.

Considering the above few case studies amongst many, it can be said that myomectomy during caesarean section is safe and not always a hazardous procedure in carefully selected patients performed by skilled obstetrician. As preservation of an organ without loss of its function is always a greater surgical achievement than its destruction, myomectomy is usually preferred to hysterectomy.

Pioneer of myomectomy, Bonny wrote, “It is tempting for adventurous and sympathetic surgeon to condense the operation of caesarean section and myomectomy in one undertaking and save his patient the ordeal of second admission to hospital. This kindly but misguided policy we heartily deprecate.” But Bonny’s students, Hawkins and Stallworthy [7] deviated from Bonny’s idea and advocated caesarean myomectomy in selected cases particularly when myoma is located anteriorly and in lower segments at the site of proposed incision for lower segment caesarean section.

From the above discussion, some points can be considered while reaching at a decision of whether to do a caesarean myomectomy or not.

a. In carefully selected patients and resourceful setting, myomectomy during caesarean section is safe and effective procedure at tertiary centers in experienced hands.

b. Myomectomy during caesarean is not always a hazardous procedure and can be performed safely without significant complications [8].

c. Fibroids obstructing lower uterine segments or accessible subserosal or pedunculated fibroids in symptomatic patients can be safely removed.

d. Rather than doing classical caesarean section, in case of lower segment obstructing myoma, caesarean myomectomy can be considered as safe and effective alternative.

e. Various haemostatic measures to decrease the blood loss such as bilateral uterine artery ligation, placement of uterine artery balloon catheters, uterine tourniquets, stepwise devascularisation, and post caesarean uterine artery embolisation would optimize the outcome and may decrease the chance of hysterectomy.

f. Myomectomy during caesarean section done in conventional way with making an incision over the myoma and enucleating it. Enucleation of fibroids is easier in gravid uterus owing to greater looseness of capsule. The dead space obliterated with 1-0 vicryl interrupted sutures.

Considering this, it can be concluded that myomectomy during caesarean section, in carefully selected patients is safe and effective procedure.

As these are individual studies with small sample sizes, multicenter randomized trials needs to be conducted to evaluate the best practices at caesarean myomectomy identifying appropriate selection criteria, surgical techniques and hemostatic options and improve the overall outcome of the procedure and studies to evaluate the long term obstetric consequences and risk of uterine rupture in subsequent pregnancies is also a need of time.
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